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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIESA REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE
BOOK CLUB YA PICKFilled with all of the action, emotion, and lyrical writing that brought
readers to Sky in the Deep, New York Times bestselling author Adrienne Young returns with
Fable, the first book in this new captivating duology.Welcome to a world made dangerous by the
sea and by those who wish to profit from it. Where a young girl must find her place and her family
while trying to survive in a world built for men.As the daughter of the most powerful trader in the
Narrows, the sea is the only home seventeen-year-old Fable has ever known. It’s been four years
since the night she watched her mother drown during an unforgiving storm. The next day her
father abandoned her on a legendary island filled with thieves and little food. To survive she
must keep to herself, learn to trust no one and rely on the unique skills her mother taught her.
The only thing that keeps her going is the goal of getting off the island, finding her father and
demanding her rightful place beside him and his crew. To do so Fable enlists the help of a young
trader named West to get her off the island and across the Narrows to her father.But her father’s
rivalries and the dangers of his trading enterprise have only multiplied since she last saw him
and Fable soon finds that West isn't who he seems. Together, they will have to survive more than
the treacherous storms that haunt the Narrows if they're going to stay alive.Fable takes you on a
spectacular journey filled with romance, intrigue and adventure.
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me again.Between the trees, I could see Koy and the others kicking up sand as they pushed off
the beach. The skiff slid into the water, and I ran faster, my bare feet finding their way over
twisted tree roots and buried rock on the path. I came through the thicket just in time to see the
smirk on Koy’s lips as the sail dropped open.“Koy!” I shouted, but if he could hear me over the
sound of the waves, he didn’t show it.I tore down the slope until I reached the foam left by a
retreating wave and planted one foot in the wet sand before I jumped, my feet kicking as I flew
over the swell, toward the stern. I caught the stay with one hand and crashed into the side of the
hull, my legs dragging in the water as the skiff took off. No one offered me a hand as I pulled
myself up and over the side with a curse under my breath.“Nice jump, Fable.” Koy took hold of
the tiller, his gaze on the horizon as he steered us toward the south reef. “Didn’t know you were
coming.”I raked my hair into a knot on top of my head, glaring at him. It was the third time in a
week that he’d tried to leave me behind when the dredgers went out to dive. If Speck weren’t
drunk half the time, I’d pay him for the ride to the reef instead of Koy. But I needed a boat I could
count on.The sail snapped overhead as the wind caught it, jerking the skiff forward, and I found
a place to sit between two leather-skinned dredgers.Koy held a hand out to me. “Copper.”I
looked over his head to the barrier islands, where the masts of trading ships tipped and swayed
in the rough wind. The Marigold wasn’t there yet, but by sunrise, she would be. I pulled the coin
from my purse and, with gritted teeth, dropped it into Koy’s palm. By now, he’d made so much
copper off me that I’d practically paid for half of his skiff.We picked up speed and the water
rushed past, turning from the pale turquoise of the shallows to a deep blue as we pulled farther
from the shore. I leaned back as the boat heeled, tilting so I could let my hand skim the surface.
The sun sat in the center of the sky, and we had a few hours before the tide started to turn. It was
more than enough time to fill my bag with pyre for trade.I tightened the belt around my waist,
checking each of my tools.Mallet, chisels, picks, trowel, eyeglass.Most of the dredgers had
moved on from the east reef months ago, but my gut had told me there was more pyre hiding in
those waters, and I’d been right. After weeks of diving the stretch alone, I found the cache
beneath a picked-over shelf, and the stones had filled my purse with coin.The wind whipped
around me as I stood, pulling strands of my dark auburn hair around my face. I took hold of the
mast and leaned over the side, my eyes mapping the water as it raced beneath us.Not



yet.“When are you going to tell us what you found down there, Fable?” Koy’s hand tightened on
the tiller, his eyes meeting mine. They were as dark as the blackest nights on the island, when
the storms veiled the moon and stars in the sky.The others looked up at me silently, waiting for
my answer. I’d seen them watching me more carefully on the docks, and I’d heard their whispers
on the beach. After weeks of light hauls on the reefs, the dredgers were growing restless, and
that was never good. But I hadn’t expected Koy to be the one to finally ask me outright.I
shrugged. “Abalone.”He laughed, shaking his head. “Abalone,” he repeated. He was younger
than most of the dredgers on Jeval, his toasted skin not yet wrinkled and spotted white from the
long days in the sun. But he’d earned his place among them tenfold by stealing enough coin to
buy the skiff and start his own ferrying trade.“That’s right,” I said.The humor left his eyes when
they found mine again, and I clenched my teeth, trying not to let the twitch at the corner of my
mouth show. It had been four years since the day I was dumped on the blazing hot beach and
left to fend for myself. Forced to scrape hulls in exchange for rotten fish when I was starving, and
beaten for diving in another dredger’s claimed territory again and again. I’d seen my fair share of
violence on Jeval, but I’d managed to keep out of Koy’s way until now. Catching his notice was a
very dangerous place to be.I stepped up onto the stern, letting the same wicked smile bleed
onto my lips that had been painted on his back at the beach. He was a bastard, but so was I.
And letting him see how scared of him I was would only make me easier prey. I’d had to find a
way to stay alive on Jeval, and I’d lose a hand before I let anyone take my chance to get off. Not
when I was so close.I let go of the mast and the skiff flew out from under my feet as I fell back
into the water. My weight crashed into the sea, the crystalline bubbles rippling up around me as I
floated toward the surface and kicked to warm myself against the chill. The edge of the east reef
touched the current, making the water colder on this side of the island. It was one of the reasons
I knew there was more pyre down there than what had already been dredged.Koy’s boat shot
away from me, the full sail curved against the cloudless sky. When it disappeared behind the
barrier islands, I cut back in the opposite direction, toward the shore. I swam with my face in the
water so I could measure the reef below. The pinks, oranges, and greens of the coral caught the
sunlight like pages of the atlas that used to lay unrolled across my father’s desk. A bright yellow
sea fan with a broken frond was my mark.I came up, checking my belt again as I dragged the air
in slowly, filling my chest, and then letting it out at the same pace the way my mother taught me.
My lungs stretched and then squeezed as they emptied in a familiar push between my ribs, and I
quickened my draw, sucking it in and pushing it out in spurts until I took one last full breath in and
dove.My ears popped as I carved through the water with my arms, headed for the brilliant colors
glowing on the seafloor. The pressure hugged in around my body, and I let myself sink deeper
when I could feel the surface trying to pull me back. A school of red-striped tangs pushed past,
folding around me in a swarm as I came down. The infinite blue reached out in every direction as
my feet landed lightly on a ridge of green coral reaching up like twisted fingers. I gripped the rock
ledge above it, scaling down to the breach.I’d first found the pyre when I was scouring the reef
for crab to pay the old man at the docks to repair my eyeglass. The soft hum of the gemstone



had found my bones in the silence, and after three straight days of trying to uncover it, I caught a
lucky break. I’d kicked off an outcropping to surface when a shelf broke off, revealing a crooked
line of basalt pocked with the telltale white clusters I knew so well. They could only mean one
thing—pyre.I’d made more coin off the traders on the Marigold in the last three months with this
stash than I had in the last two years altogether. Another few weeks and I’d never have to dive
these reefs again.My feet settled on the ledge, and I pressed a hand to the rock, feeling down
the curve of the ridges. The soft vibration of the gemstone hissed beneath my fingertips, like the
stretched resonance of metal striking metal. My mother had taught me that too—how to listen to
the gems. Deep in the hull of the Lark, she’d set them into my hands one at a time, whispering as
the crew slept in the hammocks strung from the bulkhead.Do you hear that? Do you feel it?I
pulled the tools from my belt and fit the chisel into the deepest groove before I hit it with the
mallet, crumbling the surface slowly. Judging from the shape of the corner, there was a sizable
piece of pyre beneath it. Maybe four coppers’ worth.The shine of sunlight on silver scales
glittered above me as more fish came down to feed, and I looked up, squinting against the glare.
Floating in the murky distance down the reef, a body drifted beneath the surface. The remains of
a dredger who’d crossed someone or didn’t repay a debt. His feet had been chained to an
enormous, barnacle-covered rock, left for the sea’s creatures to pick the flesh from his bones. It
wasn’t the first time I’d seen the sentence carried out, and if I wasn’t careful, I’d meet the same
end.The last of my air burned in my chest, my arms and legs growing colder, and I hit the chisel
one more time. The rough white crust cracked, and I smiled, letting a few bubbles escape my
lips as a jagged piece of the rock broke free. I reached up to touch the glassy, red pyre, peeking
out at me like a bloodshot eye.When the edges of black began to push in around my vision, I
kicked off the rock, swimming for the surface as my lungs screamed for air. The fish scattered
like a rainbow breaking into pieces around me, and I came up out of the water, gasping. The
clouds were pulling into thin strands overhead, but the darkening blue on the horizon caught my
eye. I’d noticed the tinge of a storm on the wind that morning. If it kept the Marigold from
reaching the barrier islands by sunup, I’d have to hold on to the pyre longer than was safe. I only
had so many hiding places, and with every day that passed, more eyes were watching me.I
floated on my back, letting the sun touch as much of my skin as possible to warm me. It was
already sinking toward the slanted ridge that reached over Jeval, and it would take at least six or
seven more dives to get the pyre free. I needed to be at the other end of the reef by the time Koy
came back for me.If he came back.Three or four more weeks and I’d have enough coin to barter
for passage across the Narrows to find Saint and make him keep his promise. I’d only been
fourteen years old when he dumped me on the infamous island of thieves, and I’d spent every
day since scraping together the coin I needed to go and find him. After four years, I wondered if
he’d even recognize me when I finally showed up knocking on his door. If he’d remember what
he said to me as he carved into my arm with the tip of his whalebone knife.But my father wasn’t
the forgetting kind.Neither was I.TWOThere were five rules. Only five.And I’d been reciting them
to my father from the time I was big enough to first climb the masts with my mother. In the dim



candlelight of his quarters on the Lark, he’d watch me, one hand on his quill and the other on the
green rye glass that sat on his desk.Keep your knife where you can reach it.Never, ever owe
anyone anything.Nothing is free.Always construct a lie from a truth.Never, under any
circumstances, reveal what or who matters to you.I’d lived by Saint’s rules every day since he
abandoned me on Jeval, and they’d kept me alive. At least he’d left me with that much when he
sailed away, not once looking back.Thunder grumbled overhead as we neared the beach, the
sky darkening and the air waking with the whisper of a storm. I studied the horizon, watching the
shape of the waves. The Marigold would be on its way, but if the storm was bad, she wouldn’t be
at the barrier islands in the morning. And if she wasn’t there, I wouldn’t be able to trade.Koy’s
black eyes dropped to the net of abalone in my lap, where the purse of pyre I’d loosed from the
reef was hidden inside one of the shells. I wasn’t the stupid girl I’d once been. I’d learned quickly
that tying the purse to my tools like the other dredgers did would only invite them to cut it from
my belt. And there wasn’t a thing I could do about it. I was no physical match for them, so I’d
been hiding gems and coins inside gutted fish and abalone since the last time my haul was
stolen from me.I traced the scar at my wrist with the tip of my finger, following the vein of it like
tree roots up my inner forearm to my elbow. For a long time, it was the only thing that kept me
alive on the island. Jevalis were nothing if not superstitious, and no one wanted anything to do
with the girl who had a mark like this one. Only a few days after Saint left me, an old man named
Fret started a rumor on the docks that I’d been cursed by sea demons.The skiff slowed, and I
stood, hopping over the side with the net slung over my shoulder. I could feel Koy’s eyes on me,
the deep husk of his whisper at my back as I trudged up out of the shallows. It was every man for
himself on Jeval, unless there was something to be gained by scheming. And that’s exactly what
Koy was doing—scheming.I walked along the water’s edge toward the ridge, watching the cliff
face for the shadow of anyone following me. The sea turned violet with dusk, and the last
gasping glitter of light danced on the surface of the water as the sun disappeared.My callused
fingers found the familiar crevices of the black rock boulder and I climbed, pulling myself up until
the spray of seawater crashing on the other side hit my face. The rope I had anchored on the
ledge disappeared into the water below.I took the cracked abalone shell from my net and
dropped it into my shirt before I stood, filling my lungs with air. As soon as the water rose with the
crash of a wave, I jumped from the ridge into the sea. It was growing darker with every minute,
but I took hold of the rope and followed it down into the shadows of the kelp forest, where the
towering, ribbonlike strands reached up from the seafloor in thick, wavering threads. From below,
their leaves looked like a golden rooftop, casting the water green.The fish wound through the
vines as I swam down and the reef sharks followed them, hunting for their suppers. The cove
was one of the only places I’d been allowed to fish because the rough water made it difficult to
keep the reed traps the other dredgers used in one piece. But the woven basket trap my father’s
navigator had taught me to make could withstand the crush of the waves. I wrapped the thick
rope around my fist and yanked, but it didn’t give, wedged by the push of the current between
the rocks below.My feet came down on top of the basket, and I braced myself against the stone,



trying to kick it loose from where it was half-buried in the thick silt. When it didn’t budge, I sank
down, hooking my fingers into the woven top and jerked it back until it snapped, sending me into
the slab of rough rock behind me.A perch wriggled through the opening before I could get it
closed, and I cursed, the sound of my voice lost in the water as I watched it swim away. Before
the other one could escape, I pressed the broken lid to my chest, wrapping one arm tightly
around the trap.The rope led me back up from the seafloor, and I followed it until I reached the
jagged overhang that hid in the shadows. I used my chisel to pry loose the stone I’d sealed with
kelp, and it fell into my hand, revealing a dug-out hole. Inside, the pyre I’d collected for the last
two weeks sparkled like broken glass. It was one of my only hiding places on the island that
hadn’t been found. I’d been sinking my fish traps in the little cove for years, and anyone who saw
me dive here, saw me come up with my catch. If anyone thought I might be keeping my gems
here too, they hadn’t been able to find them.When the pouch at my belt was filled with pyre, I
replaced the stone. The muscles in my legs were already burning, tired from hours of diving, and
I used the last bit of my strength to push toward the surface. A wave barreled in as I gulped in the
night air, and I kicked myself toward the outcropping before it could suck me back under.I
dragged my weight up with one arm and lay back in the sand, catching my breath. The stars
were already winking overhead, but the storm was moving toward Jeval fast, and I could tell by
the smell of the wind that it was going to be a long night. The winds would threaten my hovel on
the cliffs, but I couldn’t sleep anyway when I had to keep my pyre or coin on me. My camp had
been tossed while I slept before, and I couldn’t risk it.I slipped the wriggling fish into my shirt and
swung the broken trap over my shoulder so that it hung against my back. Darkness fell over the
trees and I found my way by moonlight, following the trail until it curved toward the crag and I
leaned into the incline as the path grew steep. When the ground abruptly ended at a smooth
face of rock, I fit my hands and feet into the holds I’d chiseled and climbed. Once I had my leg
over the top, I pulled myself up and looked behind me to the path.It was empty, the trees swaying
gently in the breeze and the light shifting over the cool sand. I ran the rest of the way, until the flat
ground dropped off sharply over the beach far below. The bluff overlooked the barrier islands,
invisible in the dark, but I could make out the glow of a few lanterns swinging from the masts of
ships docked for the night. It was the spot I’d sat every morning, waiting for my father’s ship to
return, even though he’d told me he wasn’t coming back.It took me two years to believe him.I
dropped the trap beside the fire pit, unbuckling my heavy belt. The wind picked up as I wrapped
my hands around the thick tree trunk that hung over the cliff and shimmied myself up slowly. The
ground dropped out from under me, and I looked down to the shore that lay at least a hundred
feet below. The night waves were foaming white on the sand. Most dredgers were too heavy to
climb out onto the spindly tree without the branches cracking and sending them to their death.
I’d almost fallen myself once or twice.When I was close enough, I reached up into the hollow at
the joint of two swollen branches. My fingers found the purse and I swung my arm back, tossing
it to the ground behind me before I climbed back down.I started my fire and skewered the fish on
the spit, settling into a comfortable groove in the rocks that overlooked the path. If anyone came



snooping, I’d see them before they saw me. I just needed to make it to morning.The coins
clinked together as I shook the purse, spilling them onto the soft sand. Their faces shined in the
moonlight as I counted, setting them in neat stacks before me.Forty-two coppers. After what I
would have to spend on skiffs, I needed another eighteen and I’d have enough to barter with
West for passage. I had even set aside a little coin to keep me fed and sheltered until I tracked
down Saint. I lay back on the ground and let my legs hang over the edge of the cliff, staring up at
the moon as the fish crackled over the fire. It was a perfect, milk-white crescent hanging above
me, and I breathed in the salty, cypress-tinged air that was unique to Jeval.My first night on the
island, I’d slept out on the beach, too afraid to go up into the trees where the tents were pitched
around burning fires. I woke to a man tearing open my jacket, searching my pockets for coin.
When he didn’t find anything, he dropped me on the cold sand and walked away. It took days for
me to figure out that every time I fished in the shallows, someone would be waiting on the beach
to take whatever I’d caught from me. I ate kelp for almost a month before I found safe places to
forage. After almost a year, I finally had enough coin saved from cleaning other peoples’ catches
and selling palm rope to buy the dredging tools off Fret, who was too old to dive anymore.The
waves crashed angrily below as the storm winds blew in, and for just a moment, I wondered if I’d
miss it. If there was something on Jeval that had become a part of me. I sat up, looking out over
the night-cloaked island, where the tops of the trees moved in the dark like churning water. If it
hadn’t been my prison, I might even think it was beautiful. But I had never belonged here.I could
have. I could have made myself one of them, working to build my own small gem trade on the
barrier islands like so many others. But if I was a Jevali dredger, then I wasn’t Saint’s daughter.
And maybe even that wasn’t true anymore.I still remembered the hum in the belly of the hull and
the creak of the hammock. The smell of my father’s pipe and the sound of boots on the deck. I
didn’t belong on the land or on the docks or the cities that lay across the Narrows. The place I
belonged was gone.Miles away, where the moonlight touched the black seam of the horizon, the
Lark lay beneath the waters of Tempest Snare. And no matter where I went, I’d never get home.
Because home was a ship that was at the bottom of the sea, where my mother’s bones lay
sleeping.THREEI stood on the cliff as the sun came up, watching the Marigold down on the
water. They’d arrived in the dark hours, despite the raging storm that had barreled in from the
Unnamed Sea. I’d stayed awake all night, staring into the fire until the rain put out the flames,
and my entire body ached with the need to sleep after three straight days of diving.But West
didn’t like to be kept waiting.There were already hordes of dredgers waiting at the water’s edge
when I made it to the beach. I’d been smart enough to pay Speck a month in advance for a spot
on his skiff. He was lying on the sand with his hands folded behind his head, his hat set over his
face. If you had a boat on Jeval, you didn’t need to dive or trade because every dredger on the
island needed you. Having a skiff was like having a pot of copper that never ran empty, and no
one was more undeserving of luck like that than Speck.When he saw me coming, he jumped up,
smiling with a wide, rotten-toothed grin. “Mornin’, Fay!”I tipped my chin up at him, throwing my
satchel into the skiff before lifting myself over the side. No one bothered to make room for me to



sit, so I stood at the prow with one arm hooked around the mast and my hand closed over the
purse of pyre inside my shirt. Koy’s boat was already disappearing around the barrier islands
ahead, packed full of so many bodies that legs and feet were dragging in the water on both
sides.“Fable.” Speck gave me a pleading smile, and I glared at him when I realized what he was
waiting for.I worked the sail free, letting it unroll as he pushed us off. The dredgers asked things
of me they’d never ask of one another. I was expected to just be grateful they hadn’t drowned me
as a scrawny child in the shallows, but the truth was, they’d never done me any favors. Never fed
me when I begged for scraps or offered me a place to take cover during a storm. Every bite of
food or piece of pyre, I’d worked for or nearly died getting. Still, I was supposed to be beholden
to them that I was still breathing.The wind picked up and we cut through the smooth morning
water like a hot knife through tallow. I didn’t like how calm it looked, the way the surface gleamed
like newly fired glass. It was unnerving to see the sea asleep when I’d seen how bloodthirsty she
could be.“Word has it you’ve found a new pyre cache, Fay,” Speck croaked, handing off the tiller
and coming to stand beside me at the mast.His breath stunk of home-brewed rye, and I turned
my face into the wind, ignoring him. When I felt the others looking at me, my fist tightened
around my purse.Speck’s hand went up into the air between us, his palm splayed flat before me.
“I dinna mean nothin’ by it.”“Sure,” I muttered.He leaned in a little closer, his voice lowering. “But
there been talk, ya know.”My eyes cut over to meet his, and I studied him, trying to see what lay
beneath the words. “What talk?”He glanced back over his shoulder, and his silver braid of hair
pulled from where it was tucked into his shirt. “There been talk about where you been keepin’ all
that copper.”The dredger sitting to my right shifted, his ear turning up to listen.“If I were you, I’d
stay out of that talk, Speck.” I let my shoulders fall back, leaning into the mast. The key to dealing
with the dredgers was to act as if you weren’t scared, even when you were so terrified you had to
swallow to keep the vomit down. Speck was harmless, but he was one of only a few on the island
I didn’t worry about.He quickly nodded. “A ’course I do. Jus’ thought you should know.”“Just
thought you’d get another copper from me, you mean,” I snapped.Another smile broke on his
face before he ducked his head and shrugged.“You already overcharge me. I’m not paying you
for gossip, too.”I gave him my back, letting him know I was done talking about it. I had at least
three weeks before I’d have enough copper to barter for passage, but if the dredgers really were
talking, I wouldn’t make it that long.Speck fell silent, leaving only the sound of the hull carving
through the water and the whistle of the wind. The ribbed white sails of the Marigold came into
view as we rounded the corner of the barrier islands, anchored beyond the outcropping of the
farthest rise, and Speck gently slowed the skiff. I could see the square set of West’s shoulders at
the other end of the docks as he looked out over the water, a black silhouette before the rising
sun.I put one hand up into the air, spreading my fingers against the wind, and as soon as he saw
it, he disappeared into the crowd.Speck loosed the sail as we approached the dock, and before
he could ask, I gathered the coiled rope in my arms and threw the lines out. The loop caught the
post at the corner of the dock, and I hopped up from the deck onto the side, leaning back with
my heels on the edge and pulling us in, one hand over the other. The wet ropes creaked as they



stretched, and the hollow knock of the scull against the boat made Fret look up from where he
was perched on his stool.A reed-woven crate sat between his feet, filled with rare shells he’d
foraged in the shallows. He’d lost his ability to dredge long ago, but he still traded every week at
the barrier islands, selling things that no one else could ever seem to find. He was the first to say
I’d been marked by sea demons, and he’d sold me his dredger’s belt, forcing me to break my
father’s rules. Because as long as I lived, I’d owe him my life for both.“Fable.” He gave me a tilted
smile as I climbed onto the dock.“Hey, Fret.” I touched his bony shoulder as I passed, looking
over him to where West waited before the Marigold in the distance.Dredgers were gathered
along the narrow wooden walkway in the pale morning light, bartering with traders and fighting
over coppers. Jeval was known for the pyre in its reefs, and even though it wasn’t among the
most valuable gemstones, Jeval was one of the only places you could find it.And it wasn’t just
pyre the traders came for. Jeval was the only bit of land between the Narrows and the Unnamed
Sea, and many ships stopped in for simple supplies in the middle of their voyages. Jevalis
carried baskets of chicken eggs, lines of fish, and reams of rope up and down the dock, calling
out to the crews that watched over the railings of their ships.Shouting erupted ahead as I
shouldered through a tightly packed group of men, and I ducked to the side when someone
threw a punch. A fight broke out, shoving me to the edge of the dock, and an open barrel of
mullein leaves rolled into the water, almost taking me with it. Two men jumped in after it, and I
waited for the fighting dredgers to be pulled apart before I made my way past them.As if he could
feel me coming, West turned just as I pushed through the edge of the crowd. His waving, sun-
bleached hair was pulled behind one ear, his arms crossed over his chest as he looked down at
me with pale green eyes.“You’re late.” He watched me pull my shirt free from where it was tucked
into my belt and untie the purse. I glanced behind him to the horizon, where the bottom tip of the
sun was already hovering above the water.“By minutes,” I muttered.He stepped forward as I
emptied the purse and six bulbous, white-crusted lumps of pyre rolled into my open hand.He
plucked the eyeglass from my belt and fit it to his eye before he leaned in, picking the pieces up
carefully and holding them toward the sunrise so the light showed through the red gemstones.
They weren’t cleaned of the outer rock, but they were good pieces. Better than anything else the
dredgers behind me were hocking.“Looks like you hit that storm.” I eyed the fresh tar drying on
the hull of the Marigold, where a small crack marked the wood beneath the railing on the
starboard side.He didn’t answer, turning the pieces over to check them again.But that wasn’t the
only part of the ship that had taken a beating. High up on the mainmast, a girl sat back into a
sling, repairing the leather straps that tied up the sails.As a child, I’d lay flat on the main deck,
watching my mother up in the masts of the Lark, a dark red braid swinging down her back like a
snake and her sun-browned skin dark against the crisp white canvas. I blinked to clear the
memory from my vision before the pain awoke in my chest.“You’ve had a lot more to trade lately.”
West let the eyeglass drop into his hand.“Lucky streak.” I hooked my thumbs into my belt,
waiting.He reached up, scratching the blond scruff at his jaw like he always did when he was
thinking. “Luck usually brings trouble.” When he finally looked up, his eyes narrowed on me. “Six



coppers.” He reached for the purse at his belt.“Six?” I raised an eyebrow at him, pointing at the
largest piece of pyre in his hand. “That one’s worth three coppers, easy.”His gaze travelled over
my head, back to the dock of dredgers and traders behind me. “I wouldn’t take more than six
coppers back to the island with you.” He fished the coins from his purse. “I’ll give you the rest
next time.”My teeth clenched, my fists tightening at my sides. Acting like he was doing me a favor
by only partially paying me in trade made my blood boil under my skin. That wasn’t how this
world worked.“I can take care of myself. Ten coppers or you can find someone else to trade with.”
I snatched my eyeglass from his fingers and held my other hand open in front of me. He’d give
me the coppers because he didn’t buy pyre from anyone else on Jeval. Only me. For two years,
he hadn’t bought a single piece from another dredger.His jaw worked as his hand closed over
the stones and his knuckles turned white. He muttered something I couldn’t hear as he reached
into the pocket of his vest. “You should trade less at once.” His voice dropped low as he counted
the coppers out.He was right. I knew that. But it was more dangerous to have a stash of both
pyre and copper on the island. Coins were smaller, easier to hide, and I’d rather have only one
thing that others wanted. “I know what I’m doing,” I said, trying to sound as if it were true.“If you’re
not here next time, I’ll know why.” He waited for me to look up at him. The long days on the deck
of the ship had painted his skin the deepest olive, making his eyes look like the jadeite my
mother used to have me polish after her dives.He dropped the coins into my hand, and I turned
on my heel, shoving them into my purse before I tucked it back into my shirt. I pressed into the
mob of Jevalis, swallowed up by the stinking bodies, and a lump tightened in my throat. The
weight of the coppers in my purse made me uneasy, West’s words sinking like a heavy stone in
the back of my mind. Maybe he was right. Maybe …I turned back, rising up onto my toes to see
over the shoulders of the dredgers between me and the Marigold. But West was already
gone.FOURKoy was waiting in the boat when I stepped onto the beach.The wind pushed his
dark hair back from his face as he looked out at the chop on the water. The first time I ever saw
Koy, he was swimming toward me from the shore so he could kick me off the sandbar I was
fishing on. He hadn’t taken his eyes off me since.“Where are the others?” I asked, flicking a
copper into the air and throwing my belt into the skiff.He caught it, dropping it into the purse
hanging from the mast. “Still working the traders.”We climbed into the skiff, and it drifted out of
the shallows as Koy loosed the lines.The wind caught the sail hard as soon as it opened, making
the boat heel before it shot forward, away from the shore. I fastened my belt as Koy glanced back
at me over his shoulder and his eyes dropped to my tools. He’d stolen from me before, though I’d
never caught him. I’d had to change my hiding places several times, but someone always
seemed to find them. The dredgers were rough and hard-edged but they weren’t stupid, least of
all Koy. And he had more mouths to feed than most everyone else.His grandmother and two
siblings were dependent upon him, and that made him more dangerous than almost anyone on
the island. Being responsible for someone else was the greatest curse on Jeval, out on the sea,
even in the Narrows. The only safety that existed was in being completely alone. That was one of
the very first things Saint taught me.Out at the barrier islands, the Marigold still sat before the



dark backdrop of another storm brewing in the distance. This one looked worse than the first, but
judging from the wind and the clouds, it would mostly play out before it hit us. Still, the Marigold
and the other ships would probably stay docked until morning to be safe.“What are you going to
do with all of that copper, Fable?” Koy asked, tying off the line.I watched the rope pull around the
callused skin that covered his hand. “What copper?”He looked amused, a sliver of teeth showing
between his lips. “I know you’re trading all that pyre you’re finding. But I can’t figure out what
you’re planning to do with the coin. Buy a boat? Start an operation with the traders?”“I haven’t
been finding much pyre.” I shrugged, twirling a piece of my hair around my finger. The strands
were the color of tarnished copper in the sunlight. “No more than usual.”He grinned, leaning
back into the bow so his elbow hung over the side of the boat. “You know why I’ve never liked
you?”I smiled back at him. “Why?”“It’s not that you’re a liar. Everyone on this island is a liar. The
problem with you, Fable, is that you’re a good one.”“Well, I’ve always liked you, Koy.”He laughed
as he pulled the sail and the boat slowed. “See? I almost believed you.”I stepped onto the side of
the boat and dove in, crashing into the cold water and letting myself float back up to the top.
When I broke the surface again, Koy was already leaving a wake behind him, headed toward the
south reef. When he didn’t look back, I swam in the opposite direction at a slow pace, trying to
save my strength. My muscles and bones were still stiff and weak, but rest wasn’t going to come
anytime soon. Not with the dredgers paying me so much attention. The only thing I could do now
was get the last of the copper I needed as fast as I could to leave this place behind.I spotted the
yellow sea fan and tightened my belt before I started working my lungs, inhaling and exhaling in
a rhythm I had memorized. When the sharp tinge ignited between my ribs, I dove down, kicking
toward the seafloor and sending the fish into a twist of glittering scales above me. I didn’t waste
any time lowering myself to the breach. The quiet hum of the pyre danced on my skin as I pulled
the tools from my belt and got to work, hitting the mallet as hard as I could and working down a
new line of rock. Most of it was just coral and basalt, but the smooth surface of a piece of pyre
broke through about two feet down. It wasn’t a big piece, so it would free more easily, but finding
more could take me the entire afternoon. I pulled my arm back and braced myself on the reef as I
brought the mallet back up. I hit the chisel squarely and the ping sounded underwater as a small
chip broke off.My hand slipped, slamming into the sharp edge as a shadow moved overhead,
draping me in the dark. I jolted, dropping the mallet, and my heart kicked up, the air in my lungs
waning. I whirled, pressing myself under the overhang of rock and gripping the chisel in my cold
hand. A group of whale sharks were swimming over the ridge, weaving through the beams of
sunlight casting down from the surface. I let out a stream of bubbles in a relieved laugh, the
painful clench in my chest easing just a little. But I needed air.I pushed off the rock, coming up
between two of them and reached out to run my hand along the length of their smooth, spotted
skin. Their tails flicked past me, and I smiled, kicking toward the puddle of sunlight wavering
above.But just as I reached the surface, something caught hold of my arm, dragging me back
down before I’d even taken a breath. I yelped underwater, letting the last of my air escape as I
thrashed to turn.In the cloud of pivoting fish below, Koy’s face was looking up at me, his hands



clamped tightly around my wrist. I kicked, catching him in the shoulder with the heel of my foot
and his fingers slipped from me. I swam as fast as I could toward the light, feeling the darkness
creeping over my mind, and when I finally broke through to the air, I choked, my lungs twisting
violently in my chest. The skiff was floating just down the reef, past a crest of rock so that I
couldn’t see it from below.He’d followed me.Koy came up in the next breath, launching in my
direction. I tried to swim from his reach, but he took hold of my hair and wrenched me back to
him.“Where is it?” he shouted, his fist tightening. “Tell me where it is!”I twisted, rearing my elbow
back with a snap, and it caught him in the face. His fingers untangled from my hair, and I swam
for the boat. Koy followed, cutting through the water faster than I could. By the time I reached the
hull, he had ahold of my foot. I caught the lip of the stern and pulled against his weight, trying to
get in. He yanked harder, a growl tearing from his throat, and I slipped, hitting the side with my
face so hard that the light exploded in my head. I found the edge with my fingers again before I
pulled myself back up and reached inside, my hand frantically looking for the scull. When I had it,
I threw my arm back, hitting Koy in the head with the flat end.He stilled suddenly, falling back into
the water, and I hoisted myself into the hull, coughing. Koy’s eyes rolled back into his head as he
sank, a stream of red inklike blood spilling from his forehead. I let the lines down with clumsy
hands, but as I reached for the sail, I froze, my breath catching.I could still see him, sinking into
the dark blue, just below the surface.“You bastard,” I groaned, dropping the scull and diving back
in.I hooked my hands under his arms when I reached him, hauling him back. I fought with his
weight, almost tipping the boat as I lifted his limp body. Once I had his top half inside, I pulled his
legs over one at a time and he rolled into the hull.Every muscle twisted tight, the last of my
strength wrung from my bones, and I retched, sending the saltwater I’d swallowed up my burning
throat. I stood over Koy, my hands shaking. He was still losing a steady stream of blood, and I
hoped he wasn’t breathing. I hoped he was dead.But I’d never been that lucky.I kicked him hard,
screaming, before I fell back onto the deck beside him, trying to catch my breath. I spit a
mouthful of blood from my busted mouth into the water, looking back toward the island. My lip
was cut open and my cheek was swelling, but I was alive. That was really all I could ask for.I
should have left him. Should have let him drown in the darkness. Why hadn’t I?
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Calabi, “Not your typical YA novel. I purchased this book without reading any of the reviews and
I'm glad I did. I'm not a fan of pirate books or movies and the only ships I've been on have
pools,bars and great buffets so I was initially lost in some of the terminology. I'm also not a big
fan of books that have lots of action sequences, which I find boring. And yet I fell in love with this
book.I suppose this is considered a YA novel because the characters are in their late teens but
this is not your typical fluffy YA novel. The characters are not shallow pampered teens or even
teens struggling with abuse or neglect as we know it. These are hungry, dirty, physically and
emotionally damaged young people hardened by life in world that is harsh and unforgiving. And
yet they struggle with life and feelings about parents, loss and love just as any other teen. And
their hardships make those struggles all the more poignant. These characters are more
complex, the expression of their emotions more controlled and their actions are often based on
the tortured struggle between survival and their humanity. Far from being boring as some have
suggested, the lives of these young people are often heartbreaking.The writing is lyrical and the
world building was excellent with enough description to bring you into the world but not so much
that it became boring. I normally skim through action sequences but not these. They were written
exceptionally well. Overall I found the book just a bit slow at the beginning but in no time I
couldn't put it down. The world, the story, the characters all captivated me.One more note. The
book did not end on a cliff hanger! There was a defined beginning middle and end. It's true that
at the end something happens that makes you want to read the next book but that does not
make it a cliff hanger. I pre ordered the next book as soon as I finished”

K. Caldwell, “Fable: An Epic Sea Adventure. Do you like pirates and adventures? Tales from the
open seas? Buried treasure? Tales of found families or strong female leading characters? Do
you enjoy a delicious slow burn, forbidden romance?If you answered “yes” to any of those
questions, then “Fable” is a book you absolutely need to read sooner rather than later.From start
to finish, “Fable” is an adventure. An adventure that I couldn’t wait to greedily read about and
made me so sad when it ended. It’s full of twists and turns and a slow burn romance. I’ve never
been a fan of the slow burn romance (nor the insta-love either; most of the stories seem forced
and unbelievable), but with Fable and West, I am all for it.And that ending. Oh, the ending. I don’t
think I’m spoiling anything by saying it’s somewhat of a cliffhanger, but oh is it a doozy. I am so
very glad that the second book in the duology has been announced will be released early next
year.I’ve been a fan of Adrienne Young since her first book (“Sky in the Deep”) and because of
her writing, I’ll be a fan for the rest of my life. Her books are full of imagery and beautiful writing.
You can tell she researches everything she writes about and is knowledgeable on each and
every subject she tackles, but doesn’t write with that air of pretentiousness that a lot of other
authors seem to do these days. While reading “Fable,” I could practically feel the salty spray of
the open water on my face, the tightness in my own lungs as Fable dove down deep, the fear



she felt, and the sadness in her conversations with Saint.I will never stop saying good things
about this book. It was so, so good and now I’m just sad it’s over.”

meigan, “Delightful mix of fantasy and adventure.. It’s been a long time since a book had me
hooked within the first few pages, but FABLE did just that. With its delightful mix of fantasy and
adventure, the entire book had me so invested that I ended up doing nothing for 6 hours straight
other than read this book.After being abandoned by her father on the ruthless island of Jeval,
Fable has known nothing other than fear and how to survive. Working as a diver and a trader,
she possesses a unique ability to feel gems and rare metals on the sea floor. Such an ability is
useful for someone who needs coin, and she’s been working for 4 long years trying to save as
much as she can. Her only goal in this rough life is to save enough to travel back the mainland
and confront her father about why he so callously abandoned her. Though that presents a whole
different set of challenges because no one can know who her father is. After experiencing yet
another situation where her life is threatened, Fable has no choice but to flee, and is taken
aboard a trading ship. Problem is, they don’t want her, and they make sure to remind her at every
step along the journey to the mainland.I absolutely loved everything about this book from Fable’s
hardscrabble beginnings on Jeval to her journey across oceans and islands and the subsequent
new life she is navigating. But most of all, I loved the friendships she made along the way and
her new place in the world alongside them. This story isn’t without heartache, but the characters
and their camaraderie aboard the Marigold added such a bright spot in this otherwise bleak tale.
And of course a little romance never hurts, and I really enjoyed the relationship between Fable
and her new amour. Though it was almost a guarantee that I would because enemies to lovers
will forever be my jam.The world that Young created was so fantastic and so palpable that the
grittiness of the salt and the scent of the ocean and the reeking smell of the docks just leapt off
the page. When you combine that kind of sensory-pleasing world-building with a story that just
sucks you in, it’s destined to land on my favorites shelf. And this one definitely has. I’ve not read
anything else by this author yet, but I’ll certainly be rectifying that awful mistake in the near
future. I can’t wait to see how Fable’s story concludes in the sequel, NAMESAKE.*eARC
received courtesy of NetGalley.”

Alex, “Buena lectura. Fable fue una de mis lecturas muy esperadas y no me decepcionó. Me
encantó este libro de principio a fin y me sentí desesperado por más una vez que había leído las
últimas líneas.Este libro es una historia clásica de aventuras marítimas con un protagonista
femenino adorable y fuerte. La fábula es audaz e impulsiva, valiente, vulnerable, de gran
corazón y ferozmente leal. Ella es alguien que nunca se rinde a pesar de las probabilidades y se
niega a ser otra cosa que no sea ella misma.No pude dejar este libro y espero que haya una
segunda entrega.”

Shannon Whitwell, “In love with this book!. Fable was one of my highly anticipated reads and it



did not disappoint. I loved this book from beginning to end and felt desperate for more once I
had read the last lines.This book is a classic sea adventure story with a loveable and strong
female lead. Fable is bold and impulsive, courageous, vulnerable, big-hearted and fiercely loyal.
She is someone who never gives up despite the odds and refuses to be anything other than
herself.I couldn’t put this book down and I really hope there will be a second instalment!”

Page-Turner, “Perfect. This book is one of my favourites of all time. For several reasons:1. The
romance: I'm a huge sucker for romance and the love story in this book was just so angsty (in a
good way), exciting and unpredictable. I love West and I love him with Fable.2. The characters
and character development: Fable is one of my favourite characters ever. She's gritty and
confident and vulnerable at the same time.I love how West slowly makes room for his feelings for
Fable, because the more time they spend together, he realizes that there's nothing he can so
about it.3. The writing style: I cannot gush enough about Young's writing style. It's immersive and
you truly forget you are reading. It's like you are part of the world she created.I love all of Young's
other books as well but Fable holds a special place in my heart.”

Lisa Wilson, “Fun, Easy Read. This is a fun, easy read that’s full of adventure and intrigue. Well
written. Disappointed by the ending. The story should have ended about 10 pages sooner.I am
not a fan of cliffhanger endings (and this one is epic!) when a quick release for the remaining
books isn’t planned. Such a great read that could have so easily ended on a satisfying note. Will
wait for the entire series to be published before picking up any more.”

Sara Giorgio, “Storia molto originale. Il libro é arrivato in tempo in buona condizione.
Personalmente ho apprezzato molto la storia. Le diverse avventure vissute erano molto
interessanti e la storia non era troppo veloce ma comunque molto dettagliata. I personaggi
principali sono molto interessanti e si impara ad amarli.”
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